A long-standing problem for vision researchers is how our perception of the world remains stable despite the continual motion of our eyes. Three recent studies begin to shed light on how the visual system suppresses the motion generated by these eye movements.
areas hMT+ (also called V5), V7 and V4. In all three areas, the response to luminance gratings was significantly reduced, while that to chromatic gratings remained unchanged.
Area hMT+ is a part of the human brain equivalent to areas MT and MST in the macaque brain, which are specialised for visual motion and known to receive strong input from the so-called 'magnocellular' dorsal stream. Saccadic suppression of this area is consistent with psychophysical studies suggesting that suppression is specific to the magnocellular stream [4] , and also that motion-selective mechanisms are severely damped during saccades [5] [6] [7] . It is also consistent with the electrophysiological measurements from single units of MT in macaques, which often show strong suppression during saccades [8] .
V7 is a parietal area of the dorsal stream which is also related to eye movements and which also receives a strong magnocellular input. The suppression in V4 is less expected, as it is part of the ventral stream and thought to be involved mainly with form and colour processing. However, V4 also receives a substantial magnocellular input [9] , consistent with the suppression of this stream. And although V4 is not generally considered to be a motion area, fMRI studies in macaque demonstrate strong direction selectivity in V4, stronger even than in MT [10] . Kleiser et al. [3] also observed some suppression in other areas, such as V1, V2 and V3, but this either did not reach statistical significance, or did not differ significantly for chromatic and luminance gratings. They correctly conclude that, while they have no firm evidence for saccadic suppression in these areas, they cannot exclude this possibility from their non-significant results.
As they obtained different results for different cortical areas, Kleiser et al. [3] conclude that saccadic suppression does not occur early in visual processing, but rather at multiple cortical sites within the magnocellular stream. This conclusion goes against many psychophysical studies which have suggested that saccadic suppression occurs early in the visual system, at or before the site of contrast masking [5] , which probably occurs in the primary visual area V1, and before low-level motion processing occurs [8] .
In another recent study, Thilo et al. Many other parallels with the psychophysics were found, including a similar timecourse [15] , a stronger effect on magno than parvo cells [4] , and an acceleration of the impulse response function [16] . One notable difference is that the neural responses of primate LGN cells undergo a very strong post-saccadic enhancement, much stronger than the suppression [14] . Most studies on humans -including that reproduced in Figure 2 -show suppression rather than enhancement (although post-saccadic enhancement has been reported for stimuli of high spatial frequencies [5] or for chromatic modulation [4] , and sensitivity is greater shortly after a real than a simulated saccade [15] ). There could be many reasons for a general failure to show enhancement, including possible ceiling effects in absolute sensitivity, so the enhancement is not seen at threshold (similar to attentional effects [17] ). This would certainly be an interesting line to explore.
But can we conclude that suppression occurs only in the visual thalamus? Of course not. The problem of saccadic suppression has proven to be so elusive it is highly likely to occur in different forms at multiple sites. The differential attenuation of BOLD activity in various areas [3] points to additional post-thalamic processes. And a recent study by Thiele et al. [8] shows that MT cells display very interesting behaviour during saccades that cannot all be ascribed to an early suppression: some are suppressed, while others reverse their preferred direction selectivity, presumably to cancel motion information carried by other cells, and help keep the world still.
It is not surprising that saccadic suppression should occur at different levels. Many basic sensory phenomena, such as gain-control, do not occur at a single site but at virtually every possible location: photo-receptors, retinal ganglion cells, LGN cells and cortex [18] . Indeed the parallels between saccadic suppression and contrast gain control are so strong it has been suggested that saccadic suppression may use the contrast gain control mechanisms to regulate sensitivity [ What is certain is that, while significant gains have been made over the past few years, we are far from a complete understanding of all the mechanisms that lead to the stable and seamless perception from our continually moving sensors. This area will provide a rich source of research questions of the next few years, probably giving general insights of visual function.
